zynappse corporation

WE . BUILD . BEAUTIFUL . APPS
We are a company that provides Information Technology (IT) solutions.
Our IT development team is backed up by experienced management
and industry consultants who are experts in aligning and merging
technology and day-to-day operational requirements to
achieve an efficient and effective system.

www.zynappse.com

+632 . 8 . 291-4837

hi@zynappse.com

our
mission

Zynappse’ mission is to design and provide custom
develop applications by combining modern technologies, top-of-the-line equipment with industry
standard services to meet our customer needs in
order to make their operations and service delivery
fast, simple, effective, and efficient.
We believe that zynappse customers will benefit
more by using our applications, and our wealth of
experience in various local and international industries to meet their current and future needs.
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WEB PLATFORM & DATABASES
We use Linux, Node.js, React, MongoDB, and Parse technologies to easily deploy
mobile backends that have easy-to-use database management system with built-in
REST APIs and Cloud Codes for mobile apps.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
Visual C++, .NET, PHP, Java, Java Script, AJAX, HTML5, CSS, Objective-C, Swift,
Kotlin

OPERATING SYSTEM
Linux, MS Windows, MacOS, Unix

MULTIMEDIA
Web: CSS3, Less, Bootstrap, jQuery, Wordpress, eCommerce
Graphics: Adobe CC Suite - Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Blender (3d), CorelDraw
Animation: Animate CC, After Effects CC, Premiere Pro CC,

technology
stack
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products
& services
CLOUD-BASED SOLUTIONS
We develop full-scale web applications with customized Content Management System (CMS). Among our fully developed and tested Web-Based Applications are: Store
Audit with real-time content updates on scores, information, and graphical reports
for . HR Dashboard to manage employees daily assignments including attendance
and store assignments, Purchase Request for managing store requests and monitoring deliveries from warehouse and Sales Monitoring for managing sales reports
from different stores.
iBEACONS
We deploy iBeacons as well as mobile apps development with ibeacons detection capability which is one of our advanced mobile solutions. This can provide notifications
within facilities such as malls where GPS can no longer be reliable. From welcoming
people as they arrive at a sporting event to providing information about a nearby
museum exhibit, iBeacon opens a new world of possibilities for location awareness,
and countless opportunities for interactivity between iOS devices and iBeacon hardware.
MOBILE SOLUTIONS
We develop native mobile apps using Android Java and/or Kotlin to support the latest version of Android. And for iOS, we develop apps using objective C and/or swift
to support the latest version released by Apple. And since these are native mobile
apps, the speed is very reliable and hardware integration is quite accurate and effective.
We also use the latest version of React Native Framework to develop iOS and Android apps in JavaScript programming language.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)
We develop chatbots that can be deployed to Facebook Messenger Platform together with other FB Messenger Plugins such as Messenger Extensions that can be
utilized for customer service, information acquisition or user engagement and app
gamification.
AUGMENTED REALITY (AR)
We develop mobile apps that integrates augmented reality (AR) or augmented view
of real world elements such as image, video, sound, etc. This AR mobile apps can be
utilized for marketing or brand promotion, training, work, tourism, health and may
others.
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KINECT ENABLED GAMES
We develop Kinect enabled games utilzing Kinect from Xbox that can be used in events,
product launching or promotions.
USER INTERFACE/USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN
We develop and create design wireframes, mockups for the overall look and feel of the
application and also to ensure that navigation within the application logically flows from
one step to the next.
We also create a cohesive style guide to ensure that a consistent design language is applied across the application, as well as where priority buttons, icons or modules are to be
placed for the ease of use and intuitive mobile interface.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
We provide project management services such as tracking of project progress, consumed
man-hours and deliverables through project management tools. We also provide regular project status updates and maintain constant communication with project owner to
ensure that project deliverables will be accomplished and target launch or project deadline
will be met.
QUALITY ASSURANCE AND TESTING
We perform tests to verify that the applications conform to functional specifications and
UI/UX design prior to Application launch or Google Play/App Store release. We also do
parallel application testing with project owners by deploying test/beta versions during the
course of development via Fabric, while creating a sandbox server for web applications.
PRODUCT/BRAND DEVELOPMENT
We design logos, create graphics, and do product packaging layouts perfect for new
brands, products or companies.
HARDWARE INFRASTRUCTURE
We configure and setup Servers, workstations, Cisco devices, WIFI,
Local Area Network, Wide Area Network, VPN, CCTV, etc.
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DRAKONS
Drakons.IO is a distributed application (DApp) that runs on the Ethereum network
implementing ERC-721 and ERC-1155 custom developed smart contracts, to enable
users to own, collect, breed, sire, battle and play genetically unique limited edition
digital dragons that are also known as Drakons.
Simply put, Drakons.IO is a strategy game and blockchain-powered site with
crypto-collectibles called Drakons.
If you love dragons, or simply curious about
them, this crypto-collectibles and game site is
for you.
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RESORTS WORLD MANILA
MOBILE APP COMPANION
Find it difficult to keep up with all that Resorts World Manila has to offer?
Stay up-to-date with the RWM Mobile App, the best way to make the
most out of every trip to the Philippines’ First Integrated Resort!
Enjoy all that Resorts World Manila has to offer! A sleek and easy-to-navigate interface allows you to find anything and everything with just a few
taps.
Resorts World Manila Members may link their cards to the RWM Mobile
App to instantly view their membership status, card tiers, and accumu-lated points through the Membership Dashboard.

KEY FEATURES

Promotions

Directory
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JOBSTREAM

FIND IT. FILL IT. FASTER

Whether you’re a Jobseeker, Volunteer, an
Employer or Non-Profit organization, the
JobStream App makes it easier than ever to
establish powerful, long-lasting relationships
in the workplace. We are committed in using
the latest technology available to assist in
finding job opportunities near you or hiring
qualified talents made QUICK & EASY through
JobStream App.
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METRODEAL APP
Welcome to the world of MetroDeal: Unbeatable offers with discounts up to 90% for restaurants, buffets, spas, hotels, gadgets and more await you. Every day, we introduce exciting new
deals with deep discounts for things to do in your city.
Download the MetroDeal app to browse endless offers, tailored to your preferences. Fancy a
mouthwatering buffet, a new hair-do, or a workout at the gym? Our deals help you discover
your city for less.
See deals happening around you
Are you out and about in your city and want to see where you can wine and dine for 50% off?
With our Deal Map feature you will never miss a deal happening right now, near you. Real-time deals, which can be redeemed right away, and exclusive discounts await you.
Unbeatable travel deals
Whether you are looking to relax at an exotic island or looking for a quick weekend retreat
near your city, check our travel deals to get the best price on your next vacation.
Lowest prices on gadgets
Browse the best of tablets, phones and more with exclusive deals on new gadgets and other
products.
Manage your vouchers
View your e-vouchers and redeem m on go! No more printing required (selected merchants
only).
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ALASKA ACES MOBILE APP
The Official Alaska Aces PBA Basketball Team iPhone
App. Stay connected to the Alaska Aces everywhere you
go. Get Alaska Aces news, player profiles, schedules and
more.

ALASKA ACES
OFFICIAL WEBSITE
Be updated with Alaska Aces’ latest events,
standings and news.
Official Website

https://www.alaskaaces.com.ph
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FLASHUNT MOBILE APP
A mobile scavenger hunt app that engages its users in physical tasks
and the excitement of Augmented Reality! Made even more interactive with its in-app sharing of user’s experience to their Social Media
accounts. This app makes use of the latest digital solutions to deliver
a relevant and truly rewarding experience!
BLOB RUSH
The Hunt is on for quirky blobs that sneak up, bounce off and just
move around like nuts! Get a team of 2 to 3 people together and
spend fun bonding moments completing tasks, catching blobs and
winning prizes!

KEY FEATURES
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OUR AWESOME PLANET
MOBILE APP
The Our Awesome Planet App is your personal travel guide to the
most awesome food and travel experiences in the Philippines.
Know the best restaurants, best places, and best travel experiences in the Philippines as curated by Anton Diaz, founder of the
top food & travel blog in the Philippines and ASEAN since 2005.
Get updated with the hidden experiences only a local insider can
provide. It’s your one stop guide to Awesome Philippines.
Anton Diaz’s Food & Travel Guide to Most Awesome Experiences
in the Philippines.

KEY FEATURES
Curated List of Restaurants
by Anton Diaz

View the reviews of the
latest restaurants, places...
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ALFAMART MOBILE SOLUTIONS
Zynappse Store Audit for Alfamart is a solution designed specifically for stores with multiple branches such as Alfamart. This is a combination of cloud and mobile applications that has evolved into a
comprehensive, all-in-one solution for direct-store audit system for auditors, area managers and
supervisors to move forward and grow smarter. With the power of real-time, online cloud solutions,
store branches could now easily be monitored with actual photos and images. Ratings and other
parameters may also be save together with the photos for simpler and faster generation of executive
reports.
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Alfamart HR

<HR App description>

Alfamart Check In App
<Check in description>
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Alfamart Site Finder
<HR App description>

List of Submitted Sites

Submitted site information

Map Locations of submitted sites
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UNFOLD MOBILE APP
Unfold is an app that makes Master Choa Kok Sui’s teachings
more modern and accessible than ever before. The app allows
users to receive daily nuggets of inspiration from his teachings
and also allows them to personalize the quotes through various
fonts, backgrounds, and stickers. Users can then share these
personalized quotes through popular social media accounts such
as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest.
Several Pranic Healers have also contributed artwork to this
project, and will be featured on the app. This is truly a labor of
love and a true collaboration between IISPFI and Pranic Healers
around the world, and IISPFI is proud to share their efforts with
everyone.

KEY FEATURES
Receive daily quotes

Design & customize
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MYBLOOD PROFILE
MOBILE APP
My Blood is a healthy lifestyle app that graphically presents
and tracks your lab results. It gives health recommendations
based on your calculated risk of developing lifestyle diseases. This app is only available for use on select tests from
partner laboratories.

MYBLOOD PROFILE IN CHATBOT
Chatbot integration with myblood fb messenger.
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LIFE KONNEKT
MOBILE APP
LifeKonnekt helps you chronicle your thoughts, feelings, ideas and experiences and allows you to
share them with the people who really matter to you.

FEATURES:
• Easy to Use. Has a simple interface for making your journal entries and saving your multiple photos.
•

Discreet. Share your journal entries - but with only up to 12 close friends. You and your
entries are not visible to your friends’ friends.

•

Private. Keep journal entries to yourself if you don’t feel like sharing.

WHY LIFEKONNEKT - A SOCIAL JOURNAL?
We believe in the power of journaling, introspection and the magic of the strong tie. Support
and be supported when life gets interesting.
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ZYGURTECH
WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
US-Based IT company that provides web solutions, mobile and wearable apps, cloud and
database services.
company website

http://www.zygurtech.com
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LGCHEM TRADING
WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
A Wordpress based website with customized
theme for our client, LGChem Trading and Manufacturing. The company is one of the leading distributor of portable fire extinguishers ,fire protection products and safety devices.
company website

http://www.lgchem.com.ph
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PLAYFUL BABY WIPES
PRODUCT PACKAGING
Worked with client for the design and development of their baby wipes product packaging,
which includes asset creations and layout.
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FOOZE
The fastest and easiest way to satisfy your late night cravings. Fooze is
the 1-tap delivery app for your favorite late night munchies. Every night,
we feature a different selection of three delicious munchies from great
late night restaurants. Simply choose your munchie, and tap to order.
Our meals are always a convenient all-inclusive price.

KEY FEATURES
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RBX INTEGRATED SOLUTION

The RBX INTEGRATED SOLUTION (RBXIS) is an enterprise-wide solution designed for Rice In A Box (RBX) for the
monitoring and management of all their daily sales and purchase order reports from different outlets/branches
(RBX-owned and/or franchises). The RBXIS consists of web, mobile and cloud solutions that handle and manage all
branch transactions from purchasing to sales, which are consolidated to daily and executive reports for an effective
and efficient management decision-making.
The said solution includes the following:
1.

The RBX Web Application is the Mobile Backend for all the digital data of all the mobile apps. The same app
will also be utilized to define and configure credentials such as user access rights, privileges, prices, item/menu
inventories and other data for all mobile apps. Administrators of the app can create, delete and edit items, as
well as monitor and manage user activities. This web application will be designed to run on all popular web
browsers such as MS Internet Explorer, and Mozilla Firefox.

2.

The RBX Branch Mobile App is designed in Android platform and serves as the main tool for users or service
crews in different branches (both company-owned and franchises) in reporting their day-to-day sales so their
immediate district supervisors can monitor incoming sales and the main branch can receive real time branch
reports.
The same app is also used by the branches to order ingredients and store stock to RBX Main Branch for delivery to the more than 200 branches and franchises of Rice in a Box. The purchase/ordering system enables
RBX to efficiently monitor stock requirements of these branches/franchises to prevent overstocking and food
spoilage.

3.

The RBX EMS Mobile app, also designed in Android platform serves as the main monitoring and management
tool for RBX Executives, Managers and Supervisors. The app provides necessary modules to monitor different
transactions and view reports real-time at any time of the day. Things such as daily sales reports and purchase
orders can be viewed via a secured Internet access. Thus, RBX executives, managers and supervisors can
always view updated reports wherever they are as long as they have Internet access. Unlike other management
reports, the EMS reports are accessed real-time thus reports can be seen immediately anywhere or at anytime
as soon as reports are sent from branches.
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ROBINSONS MALL APP

This is the official mobile app of Robinsons Malls!
Your appmazing guide can now be downloaded on your smart phone!
Everything you need to know about Robinsons Malls is now at your fingertips— store directory, events and promos,
Robinsons Privilege Card discounts and benefits, Lingkod Pinoy directory, movie schedules and mall directions and
operating hours.
You can also purchase your movie tickets and select your seats, remember where you parked, share with your
friends on Facebook and find your way easily inside the mall

KEY FEATURES
Mall Branches’ List

Mall Menu
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E-SHUTTLE
<description>
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BUSINESS TAGGING

Business Tagging for Android is a mobile application specifically designed for Local Government Units in the Philippines.
This app is a customized business tagging solution for Android and iOS tailor-fitted to adapt
to the current requirements of most of the local government units in the country.
This is a mobile app that shall be deployed for fieldwork activities such as tagging for landmarks, establishments and other structures that maybe essential for zoning administration.
This mobile app is an online-ready app that can automatically sync data into its cloud-base
server and database. This means that all information gathered in the field will automatically
be sent and saved into the main server in our Cloud Facility. In effect, users inside the office
shall automatically receive updates real-time. Thus, the local executive as well as the local
managers shall receive updated reports anytime of the day.
And in order to facilitate such transfer of information across the local executive and managers, this app also comes with an iPad version that was primarily designed for managers
who require real-time reports in visual forms such as bar and/or pie graphs, whichever is
applicable.
This small but very powerful app enables the said office to perform its significant tasks
including mapping of specific locations, capturing and saving photos of establishments,
encoding and saving specific information such as names of businesses, automatic syncing
of information via Internet to cloud servers, and offline capturing mode.
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INFORMATION FOR LOCAL EXECUTIVES, ADMINISTRATORS AND DEPARTMENT HEADS (iLEAD)
iLEAD is an executive information system primarily designed to work with a Relational
Database
Management System such as Oracle database and intended for the Local Chief Executives,
Administrators and Department Heads of Local Government Units made available in mobile gadgets (smart phones, tablets, phablets, etc.).
The said app features timely and accurate management, statistical, and financial reports
that are generated online and real time from the servers of the Local Governments. These
data and reports are made accessible and ready everywhere and at any time in their mobile devices improving planning, decision-making, and implementation capabilities of Local
Executives. In the past, these reports take hours or even days to generate. But now, with
iLEAD, reports can be acquired in seconds.
The app utilizes the power of mobile gadgets or smart phones that enables users to gather
accurate and up-to-date information without the need of technical knowhow or assistance
from technical staff
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AMELLAR ZONING AND MONITORING
ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM (aZMAS)

aZMAS Android Edition is a mobile app that shall be deployed for fieldwork activities such as
tagging for landmarks, establishments and other structures that maybe essential for zoning
administration. This mobile app is an online-ready app that can automatically sync data into its
cloud-base server and database. This means that all information gathered in the field will automatically be sent and saved into the main server in our Cloud Facility. In effect, users inside the
City Hall shall automatically receive updates real-time. Thus, the local executive as well as the
local managers shall receive updated reports anytime of the day.
And in order to facilitate such transfer of information across the local executive and managers in
the City Hall, the aZMAS for iPad shall be utilized. This version of aZMAS is primarily designed for
managers such as the local executive or the mayor and department heads who require real-time
reports in visual forms such as bar and/or pie graphs, whichever is applicable.
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